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The stability of electricity grids with high solar penetrations is challenged by the short-term variability of the
solar resource, mainly caused by clouds. Therefore, analysing cloud properties has recently gained significant
relevance.

For energy meteorological applications, cloud motion vectors and heights are especially important. For in-
stance, faster clouds reduce the time available to react to shading events at solar plants. Ramp rate regulations
thus might soon make cloud speeds paramount for solar site assessments. Besides, cloud heights are crucial for
solar nowcasting systems: Deviations in determined heights can lead to large deviations for the predicted shadow
positions.

This study compares five cloud height measurement systems on 59 days and evaluates their use in all-sky
imager based nowcasting systems. These five systems are (1) a ceilometer, (2) NWP cloud heights taken from the
ECMWF model, (3) a system based on one all-sky imager and a Cloud Shadow Speed Sensor (ASI-CSS), (4) a
novel system consisting of one all-sky imager and a downward-facing camera (ASI-SC) and (5) a system using
two all-sky imagers (ASI-ASI).

The ASI-ASI system showed the overall smallest deviations in comparison to ceilometer measurements (19
% mean absolute deviation, MAD) and derived the most measurements. Cloud heights derived from both the
NWP model (40 % MAD) and the ASI-CSS system (37 % MAD) showed larger deviations than the ASI-ASI and
the ASI-SC system (32 % MAD).

Furthermore, a novel approach to obtain cloud motion vectors is developed and used to validate a Cloud
Shadow Speed Sensor on 59 days. This approach uses a downward-facing camera, taking geo-referenced images,
which are transformed into orthoimages with a known meter-per-pixel ratio. Cloud (shadow) motion vectors are
derived from a set of three concurrent orthoimages without detecting shadows. This novel differential algorithm is
considered to be more robust than segmentation based tracking algorithms. The validation of the Cloud Shadow
Speed Sensor revealed potential for further optimization (15.7 % MAD, low detection rate), which could be
achieved by reducing the dead time and adding a clear sky forecast algorithm.

In summary, a benchmark campaign found two all-sky imager systems to be most feasible for camera
based nowcasting applications. A Cloud Shadow Speed Sensor was validated and, although leaving room for
improvements, is thought to have great potential for an in-a-box nowcasting and site evaluation system. A novel
camera based approach to measure cloud shadow motion vectors was developed.
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